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Bell inner gas supply emergency device

Technical Bulletin
22
BELL INNER

GAS SUPPLY EMERGENCY
DEVICE

The present technical bulletin contains technical
information aimed to support/improve Drass equipment
currently in operation.
You are kindly requested to:
-

Communicate if this document and those following have to be
sent to different e-mail addresses.
Revert for any clarification needed.
involve Drass for implementation of suggested modifications
(if any).
always inform Drass of any modification to Drass equipment to
verify safety, allow traceability and life cycle support.

Please note that technical bulletins
www.drass.it for permanent consultation.

will

be

available

at

Reason for Issue
Drass studied a solution to improve the arrangement of Bell inner
gas supply emergency device – to better clarify, the group of
devices intended to alert the stand by diver inside the bell in case
the supply of gas from the surface (via the main umbilical) is
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missing, and then the system had automatically changed over to the
bell on board gas storage.
Description

Bell inner gas supply emergency device

The group of devices is composed by the gas supply safety pin, the
electrical junction box, the visual and acoustic alarms and their
electrical interconnections.
the improvement includes the supply of new safety pins with limit
switches (two for each bell), new electrical junction box, new
visual and acoustic alarms, and a revised electrical wiring for
their connection. Once the modification is done, owner will obtain
an increased safety and availability of such important safety
device.
Since this is a simple activity, it can be performed by the owner of
the system following drass instructions.

The improvement kit can be requested from adelina.blaga@drass.it;
and copy to sales@drass.it with reference to “Technical Bulletin
22

Recommendations
1. Use only Drass original upgrade kit
2. Record the modification in the documentation of the diving
system
3. Report the execution of the improvement as per OEM
recommendations to the Class Surveyor during the annual
survey.
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